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Experience perfect harmony

Technical changes and errors reserved.
Please note that some illustrations in this brochure depict optional
equipment that is only available at additional cost and/or decorative
items that are not included in the scope of delivery.
Colour deviations due to the printing process are also possible.

Detailed multimedia information is available at
www.dethleffs.com and on our social media channels.
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Modern equipment in an elegant design

Pulse Classic – modern equipment in an elegant design

Pulse Classic – modern equipment in an elegant design

At home in the most
beautiful moments

Plenty of atmosphere
with impressive equipment

The success of the Pulse goes one step further.
Our unique lighting system, LIGHT MOMENTS,
is harmoniously rounded off by a timelessly
classic interior that creates a unique sense of
well-being. The beautiful, completely level floor
in the living room features a harmonious stone
look and perfectly completes the timeless
upholstery. The Pulse Classic can carry an
impressive payload thanks to its lightweight
construction – even with 4 occupants and a
maximum authorised weight of 3.5t.

The Pulse Classic is available in four different
layouts – two with a queen bed and two with
single beds. With a length of almost 740 cm,
there is also enough space for a generous
bathroom with opposing shower cubicle.
In addition to its spacious and elegant interior,
the Pulse Classic boasts a comprehensive
standard equipment.

Enjoy harmonious Light Moments in the spacious and comfortable L-shaped seating lounge
with the attractive Oki upholstery (picture shows T7051 DBM / T7051 EB)

Single or double? The comfortable single beds can be easily
converted into an extremely comfy double bed.

The large, very comfortable queen bed is accessible from
3 sides and leaves nothing to be desired.

Highlights of the Pulse Classic standard equipment

The perfect way to join the Dethleffs family:
www.dethleffs.com
Arrive, breathe deeply and relax. Experience the moment when everything is right
where it belongs. The Pulse Classic creates space for well-being and freedom.

Wellness moments – the large bathroom with opposing shower cubicle
ensures pure well-being (picture shows T7051 DBM / T7051 EB)

Gourmet kitchen: 3-burner hob, spacious drawers with softclose
mechanism (picture shows T7051 DBM / T7051 EB)
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Light composition Light Moments
LED day-time-running lights
Alloy wheels 16“
Cruise control
Autom. cab air conditioning
Passenger airbag

+ Electrical & heated mirrors
+ Cab blinds
+ Leather steering wheel and
shift knob with leather sleeve
+ Habitation door with window and
central locking
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Window T-hood
Indirect ambience illumination
On-board control panel luxus
Panoramic skylight 70x50 cm
in living area
+ and much more

